VILLAGE OF CHAGRIN FALLS
ARCHITECTURAL BOARD OF REVIEW
JULY 19, 2022
Meeting Called to Order 8:30 A.M.
Members Present: Bill Childs, George Clemens, Phil Koepf, Wendy Naylor, Janna Lutz, Steve King
(Absent)
Also Present: Dominic Cribari, Joan Andersen
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Motion by Naylor, seconded by Childs to approve minutes from the July 5, 2022 meeting. Roll Call:
Naylor-yea, Childs-yea, Lutz-abstain. Motion passed.
1. Ball

7440 Twin Lakes Trail

Exterior Alterations-Dormers & Siding-Final

Steven Scharsch (Absolute Roof), Eric Bloom, Jackie and Eric Ball (Homeowners) presented the plans.
Koepf said he met with the homeowners to go over their plans so that the Board would have a better
understanding of what the homeowners wanted. Steven said the design features are to compliment the
asphalt shingles and that the owners want a more aesthetically appealing look that would add interest
to the house. Childs said that the house is a traditional look and that they should have muntins in the
windows. He said they will lose a nice architectural feature of the home without them. Lutz asked if they
were trying to move towards a modern farm house and Jackie said yes. Eric asked where the
homeowners choice comes in on the decision. Childs said it’s the Board’s responsibility to protect the
architecture of the village. Clemens said that it’s the architect’s job to show how everything fits together
architecturally in a neighborhood.
Summation-motion by Naylor, seconded by Childs to approve plans as presented. The owners agreed to
put a shingle roof on the entirety of the house. The windows need muntin bars to match existing ones
and a standing seam metal roof on dormers. Roll Call: Lutz-yea, Childs-yea, Naylor-yea. Motion passed.
2. Carmichael

65 Solether Lane

Exterior Alteration-Rear Addition & Entry-Preliminary

Derek Eversmann (Architect) said they are replacing the portico with exactly what’s existing. He said the
rest of the exterior work is in the rear of the home where they are making a walk out basement and
adding a new rear deck with a walk out patio below. He said they are also enlarging the kitchen. He said
they also will need to put in retaining walls. Koepf stated that he is aware that the hillside on this home
was failing and major remediation work was done and that this hillside is extremely unstable. He
suggested they try and find more information so that they won’t undermine the existing home. He said
that all of this is a huge expense that they are trying to figure out how to solve on his similar project. He
said that it’s the same hillside everywhere you go in the Village. Childs said that the house is Colonial
Revival architecture and that all the windows need muntins on the top and bottom. He also said the

cupola is a nice touch but is too big. He said the pediment at the entry needs to work with the scale of
the existing windows, the door needs to pop and that they should put side lights in at the entry.
Clemens said they need beams on the deck portion. Clemens said to make sure the details really work.
Summation-motion by Naylor, seconded by Childs to table this discussion based on these comments.
Board suggestion to emphasize the Colonial Revival style of the house. Need upper and lower sash
muntin bars: restudy size of cupula which appears to be to large: restudy windows above front entry to
match existing instead of casement windows: restudy pediment of entry-restudy dimensions to scale
and follow colonial revival style found in the Get Your House Right book: restudy placement of coach
light not on pilaster: rear deck structure needs architrave to receive columns: front door to match
colonial revival character: garage gable window review and restudy. Also wanted it noted that Koepf
was made aware that the hillside is failing, remediation and is extremely unsteady and this could
undermine the existing home. They suggest following up with the Village engineer. Roll Call: Lutz-yea,
Childs-yea, Naylor-yea. Motion passed.
3. Zimmer

248 Miles Road

Exterior Alteration-2nd Story Addition-Final

Rick Siegfried (Architect) said based on recommendations from the Board they were leaving the railing
on the front porch, agreed about the windows, and are raising the roof pitch on the roof. The Board
thought it was nicely done. Clemens said to avoid the pork chop ends at gables. They said the gable on
the back needs corner returns.
Summation-motion by Naylor, seconded by Childs to approve plans as presented with adding corner
returns on the gables in the rear elevation. Roll Call: Childs-yea, Naylor-yea, Lutz-yea. Motion passed.
4. Fostyk

174 Elm Court

Exterior Alteration-Front Porch-Preliminary

Andrew Reynolds (Architect) addressed the comments from the Board from their previous submission
about simplifying the porch without the gazebo or Arts and Crafts detailing. Clemens and Child’s said to
do panel board instead of vertical at the pediment, pull the railings in so the beam will line up better,
move the columns inward and add panels. He said it will make it look nice aesthetically.
Summation-motion by Naylor, seconded by Childs for preliminary approval of plans with the following
changes: make the vertical board at pediment into a panel board, front columns move inward for water
control and design. Roll Call: Childs-yea, Lutz-yea, Naylor-yea. Motion passed.
5. Hummert

57 May Court

Exterior Alteration-Window Change

No one was here to present this project.
6. Pet and Garden

Signage-Final

David Brent (Willow Leaf Custom Signs) and Ted Kruse (Owner) presented two different sign styles. The
Board liked the sign with the solid single base better.

Summation-motion by Naylor, seconded by Childs to approve plans for the sign with a single base. Roll
Call: Childs-yea, Naylor-yea, Lutz-yea. Motion passed.
Meeting Adjourned at 9:30 A.M.

_______________________________________________
Bill Childs, Acting Chairman
Date

